
Executing on your Cloud Security Architecture Plan  
Through a Path to Success  

Challenge
Security and lack of resources and expertise are the top two cloud challenges often 
cited in analyst reports. According to the RightScale 2016 State of the Cloud Report, 32 
percent of cloud users find lack of resources and expertise to be their chief challenge 
when embracing and consuming cloud services. This validates the argument that 
even though you may have a cloud security program plan today, staying on top of a 
constantly changing technology stack with the same limited resources you already 
have is a tall order. 

Solution
Effectively executing on a cloud security architecture program requires the 
same level of perseverance invested in the strategy planning phase. The Optiv 
embedded cloud security architecture team ensures that the same security experts 
who facilitated the cloud security strategy and architecture executes the plan 
to fruition as integrated members of your team. By having a single source carry 
out a comprehensive cloud security program from planning to implementation 
and management, you establish a consistency in taking the security vision and 
strategy to completion. With oversight from the Optiv cloud security team, you 
also have the benefit of getting alignment on industry best practices and expertise 
guidance throughout the process. The result is a fully-realized cloud security 
program executed to plan in a timely manner, without adding strain to your existing 
resources. 

Fully Integrated Within Your Team to Help Deliver Success
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BENEFITS OF WORKING 
WITH OPTIV:

Quickly Adapt to Changes 
in Environment: Proactively 
adapt the cloud security 
architecture plan to address 
unforeseen changes in the 
technology landscape. 

Execute the Plan Quickly 
and Efficiently: Transition 
smoothly to the build and run 
phases of the cloud security 
program without delays from 
hiring and training new talent.

Expand Your Team Without 
Incurring Overhead: Integrate 
Optiv’s cloud security architecture 
team as a natural extension of 
your team without the long-
term cost ramifications. 

Access to Industry Advisors: 
Oversight and guidance from the 
larger Optiv cloud security team 
helps to ensure a path to success 
for your cloud security program.
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